Non-stationary control objects, especially with varying transmission coefficient, are fairly common in practice. Creation of automatic control systems (ACS) for them is topical issue. This task of creating ACS for these kind of control objects is more difficult than for stationary control objects (with constant parameters) because process value deviations relative to set point value are caused not only by coordinate disturbances but also by parametric ones. The issue of offset absence order increase impact on the levels of stabilization and reference tracking errors traditionally is dealt with when making synthesis of stationary ACS, particularly follow-up and program systems. For analytical solution of the non-stationary ACS analysis and synthesis problems, which contain control objects with varying transmission coefficient k o (t), it is necessary to utilize mathematical methods of linear systems with varying parameters. They are based on the concept of parametric transfer function. At the same time analytical calculation of stabilization and reference tracking errors, even for steady processes, is, apparently, extremely difficult, because there were found no examples of solution to this problem in technical publications. Computer modeling is considered more productive. It does not allow to obtain analytical expressions for control errors. But computer experiment goal planning allows to mark out their basic features and to evaluate effective methods of decreasing these mistakes.
Introduction
Non-stationary control objects, especially with varying transmission coefficient, are fairly common in practice. Creation of ACS for them is topical issue. This task of creating ACS for these kind of objects is more difficult than for stationary control objects (with constant parameters) because process value y(t) deviations relative to set point value y sp are caused not only by coordinate disturbances but also by parametric ones k o (t) .
Block diagram of the simplest non-stationary ACS with varying transmission coefficient k o (t) of the control object is illustrated in fig. 1 . (p) -transfer function of the controller, p≡d/dt -differential operator. The analysis of control errors Δy(t) which occur in this system is given in the article. The problem topicality which is stated in the title is shown here.
Note that the ACS which is described by (1) is not adaptive. But this fact does not reduce research topicality of the additional control errors Δy(t) which occur in the system due to k o (t) changes because they will develop not only in usual ACS but also in adaptive ones. Understanding the causes of these error occurrence will make it possible to find ways of reducing them. Particularly, as it follows from the title, utilizing offset absence order increase.
Analysis of publications on the topic
The issue of offset absence order increase impact on the levels of stabilization and reference tracking errors traditionally is dealt with when making synthesis of stationary ACS, particularly follow-up and program systems [1, 2] . In this case the task of these errors calculation in steady processes is considered on the basis of the -Theorem about final value‖ of the Laplace transform.
For analytical solution of the non-stationary ACS analysis and synthesis problems, which contain control objects with varying transmission coefficient k o (t), it is necessary to utilize mathematical methods of linear systems with varying parameters [3] . They are based on the concept of parametric transfer function. At the same time analytical calculation of stabilization and reference tracking errors, even for steady processes, is, apparently, extremely difficult, because there were found no examples of this problem solution in technical publications. Approximate solution methods are proposed in [4] with the assumption that control object parameters changes take place relatively slow and it is possible to use method of -frozen‖ coefficients. For particular case, when control object transition coefficient changes according to linear dependence k o (t)=k oin +v ko t and the rest parameters are stationary, expression for parametric transfer function has been obtained [5, 6] : (2) where s -complex variable of Laplace transform, k oin -initial value of transition coefficient.
Further analysis and synthesis of the control system with such control object authors propose to carry out fixing the value of t=const for particular value of the control object transmission coefficient using known methods for systems with constant parameters. In fact, it is offered to examine a set of partial solutions.
Computer modeling is considered more productive. It does not allow to obtain analytical expressions for control errors. But computer experiment goal planning allows to mark out their basic features and to evaluate effective methods of decreasing these mistakes.
The goal of this article -is to reveal the presence and features of additional stabilization and reference tracking errors which occur in ACS during control of control objects with varying transition coefficient and to evaluate the influence of ACS offset absence order on these errors.
Conditions for carrying out comparative research ACS modeling was carried out according to block diagram in fig. 1 and for these model options:
-control object:
where: τ o =1 , T o =2 -control object time delay and time constant values; -parametric disturbance: 
where: k oin =1 -transition coefficient initial value; v ko -k o speed change; ω -frequency of harmonic oscillation;
-controller: 
The results of comparative research
Non-stationary ACS free motion research during linear changing of parametric disturbance for models: (3), (4), (5), (7), (8), (9), (11). Modeling fragments are shown in fig. 2 Non-stationary ACS free motion research with harmonic changing of parametric disturbance has been done for models: (3), (6), (7), (8), (9), (11). Modeling fragments are shown in fig. 4 . 
(t). Also unsymmetry of controlled variable y(t) oscillations can be seen because during transition coefficient k o (t) increase errors Δy(t) are suppressed more effectively and during decrease -on the contrary. ACS offset absence order increase from first to second leads to considerable errors Δy(t) suppress and they occur only at the moments of y(t) derivative sign change during decreasing of ko(t).
Non-stationary ACS forced motion research with parametric disturbance harmonic change and random change of coordinate disturbances has been done for models: (3), (6), (7), (8), (10), (11). Modeling fragments are shown in fig. 5 . This example is closer to actual conditions of ACS operation when coordinate disturbances of random nature f(t) make impact on control object. In ACS with the first order of offset absence parametric disturbances k o (t) lead to occurrence of additional low-frequency components in control variable y(t) changes.
In ACS with the second order of offset absence the average value of stochastic process y(t) is less deviant from set point value.
Generalized experiment results for the case of harmonic k o (t) change are shown in the table 1. ACS operating accuracy with the first(1) and the second(2) order of offset absence in steady state is convenient to compare using proportion of their
, which can be determined from the expression: Table 1 . Comparative research results of ACS operating quality with the first and the second order of offset absence The analysis of the table indicate that the ACS errors values with the first order of offset absence when controlling of the control object with varying transition coefficient is in proportion to set point value and, therefore, is in proportion to according control variable average value and to control object transition coefficient speed change. In most cases, as experiments show, ACS with the second order of offset absence show better operating quality.
It should be noted that all experiments were carried out in the specific range of control object transition coefficient change where ACS was stable. For control objects in which k o (t) changes in wider range, controller transition coefficient selftuning loop should be added to the ACS structure. For such systems the task of ACS controller offset absence order increase remains relevant.
Conclusions
1. In ACS with the first order of offset absence during control of object with linear increase of transition coefficient, additional control errors occur, which in their nature are similar to speed errors of stationary ACS which occur as a consequence of coordinate disturbances linear change. The values of these additional errors are in proportion to control variable average value and to control object transition coefficient change speed.
2. It is possible to compensate the errors which occur as a consequence of parametric disturbances impact with increase of offset absence order, e.g. by addition of one more integral component to the controller. Reasonability decision of such increase should be made taking into consideration concrete conditions of ACS operation.
